Conclusions

No single reason noted above may be sufficient to throw race as genetics, or raciogenetics, onto the scrap heap of surpassed scientific ideas. But considered in combination, the critical discussion above clearly suggests that it is time to move beyond raciogenetic thinking in the health sciences. Such a move not only finally jettisons an outdated paradigm, it also provides the space to explore more fully the complex and critical connections between the experience of racism and health, and ultimately, the full range of causes of health inequities.

See also: Cultural Epidemiology; Health-Related Stigma and Discrimination; Social Science Contributions to Public Health: Overview.
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Introduction

Although racism appears to be an enduring feature of societies throughout the world, there is continuing debate about its origins. Some scholars find evidence of racism throughout recorded history, while others pinpoint its genesis in the fifteenth-century Enlightenment. Nevertheless, it is clear that the term racism itself was first coined in the early twentieth century, emerging as a critique of race relations in Western societies. Outside of academic circles the term was not in popular usage until the mid-twentieth century, with the concepts of
in earnest following an article by study of racism as a driver of health inequality only began ship by been published. Drawing in particular on recent scholar-

Since this time, a few hundred studies that overtly examine the relationship between racism and health have been published. Drawing in particular on recent scholarship by Paradies (2006a, b), this article begins by reviewing the conceptualization, operationalization, and characterization of racism as a determinant of health before examining the evidence from this small but burgeoning body of research and concluding with a discussion of limitations and future directions in the explicit study of racism and health. It should be noted that this article does not review the broader literature on ethnoracial disparities in health. Moreover, the burgeoning field of psychology that examines stereotyping, bias, and behavior in relation to different ethnic groups or races (hereafter ethnorace) is touched on only briefly.

**Conceptualizing Racism**

In conceptualizing racism as a determinant of health, it should first be recognized that racism is only one of several causes of ethnoracial disparities in health. Genetic, socio-cultural, and socioeconomic differences between ethnoracial groups are also responsible for such disparities. While the latter two factors are substantial drivers of ethnoracial health disparities and are themselves strongly influenced by racism, genetic variation accounts for only a tiny fraction of health disparities across ethnoracial groups.

To the extent that racism drives health outcomes, it does so in interaction with other oppressions such as sexism, ageism, and classism. Oppression is manifested in societies through the unequal distribution of power among social groups resulting from attitudes, beliefs, behaviors, norms, and practices relating to these social groups. The phenomenon of oppression is also intrinsically linked to that of privilege. In addition to disadvantaging minority racial groups in society, racism also results in groups (such as Whites) being privileged and accruing social power.

**Figure 1** is a representation of how privilege/oppression may act as a determinant of health. The processes shown in this figure occur across the dimensions of both time (history) and space (geography) as well as across the life course.

In the structural realm, fundamental features of society, as encapsulated by the terms culture, ideology, and worldview, interact with societal institutions and are influenced by and produce systemic privilege/oppression. Systemic privilege/oppression can be defined as the production, control, and access to material, information, and symbolic resources within a society that serve to increase power differentials between social groups. Systemic racism, which has also been referred to as institutional (or institutionalized), structural, cultural, societal, and civilizational racism, is an example of systemic privilege/oppression. As shown in **Figure 1**, systemic oppression acts to differentially construct and constrain the interpersonal realm as represented by an individual's social identities (or locations). As a form of oppression, systemic racism is a strong determinant of an individual's place of residence, living conditions, and socioeconomic position (SEP).

An individual's social locations then become the basis on which interpersonal and internalized oppression is perpetrated. Interpersonal oppression is the interactions between individuals that serve to increase power differentials between social groups. Using the framework presented by Jones (2000), internalized oppression can be defined as the incorporation of attitudes, beliefs, or ideologies within an individual's worldview that result in the unequal distribution of power among social groups. There are two forms of internalized dominance (i.e., privilege) and internalized oppression (i.e., oppression). Internalized dominance is the incorporation of attitudes, beliefs, or ideologies about the inferiority of other social groups and/or the superiority of one's own social group. Conversely, internalized oppression is the incorporation of attitudes, beliefs, or ideologies about the superiority of other social groups and/or the inferiority of one's own social group.

At the level of the individual, a biopsychosocial approach represents the interaction of interpersonal and internalized oppression with psychosocial and behavioral factors as well as biophysical (including genetic) processes. Individuals with various social identities who have disparate exposure to interpersonal and internalized oppression experience differential health outcomes by way of the processes shown. These processes also feed back into the interpersonal and structural realms, such that these three levels together enact on each other. The first step toward measuring the effects of racism, as represented in **Figure 1**, is to understand how racism can be operationalized as a determinant of health.

**Operationalizing Racism**

One of the most persistent difficulties in operationalizing the health effects of racism is the complexity involved in attributing a particular event to racism. Racism can be
subtle, unintentional, unwitting and, in the case of internalized racism, even unconscious. Subjective experiences of racism may be caused by other forms of oppression, while experiences that are objectively racist may be attributed to other forms of oppression or to an individual’s own limitations. Moreover, some forms of systemic or internalized racism are frequently not perceived and may not be perceivable by those affected.

A more fundamental problem in attributing events to racism is that even the objective incidence of racism is an intrinsically relative phenomenon. That is, racism occurs when there are differential effects (in relation to power) by ethnorace. As such, any particular event is objectively racist only when it is clear that a different effect or outcome would have ensued in a situation that was identical except for the ethnorace of those involved. With the exception of carefully designed experimental studies, it is only possible to hypothetically consider such a counterfactual event, leaving an unavoidable degree of uncertainty in the attribution of an experience to racism.

Bearing these measurement difficulties in mind, there are two main approaches to operationalizing racism in health research: by indirect inference and as a direct perception or experience (i.e., perceived or self-reported racism). In the indirect approach to operationalizing racism, an association between racism and health is inferred by eliminating other possible explanations in design or analysis. A study using an indirect approach may, for example, conclude that Black–White health differentials that remain after adjustment for age, gender, sexuality, and SEP are due to experiences of racism. An indirect approach to studying racism is, generally, the only available option when racism is not perceivable or expressible by individuals or when racism cannot be readily or comprehensively measured – as is the case for some forms of systemic and internalized racism. Nonetheless, especially for observational studies, there are substantial methodological limitations to indirect approaches due to the possibility of incomplete coverage and poor measurement of confounders as well as an inability to investigate possible interactions between racism and other variables (see, however, Lauderdale, 2006 for a novel and sophisticated approach to addressing some of these limitations).

Direct approaches that involve the self-reporting of internalized, interpersonal, or systemic racism as an exposure, are the most commonly used in health research. Although the self-reporting of racism (as with any other attribute) is influenced by a range of psychological and sociodemographic factors (discussed later), this does not imply that the racism experienced and/or perceived and then reported by respondents is imagined, fabricated, or illusionary. In being measured primarily by way of self-reporting, racism is in no way unique among measures examined in public health research. Moreover, concepts such as self-assessed health status (which are inherently self-reported) have shown very strong and consistent associations with mortality and morbidity. Also, it is clear that along with similar concepts such as stress, self-reported perceptions/experiences of racism can affect health regardless of the objectivity of such reporting.

The Perception, Attribution, and Reporting of Racism

In general, there are three possible factors to consider in the perception, attribution, and reporting of racism: (1) overestimation due to system blame, external attribution, or aspects of identity or social position/context that may lead to enhanced vigilance, hypersensitivity, etc.; (2) underestimation due to internalized racism, internal attribution, or aspects of identity or social position/context that may preclude recognition or conscious awareness of racism (or produce skewed notions of fair treatment); and (3) cognitive/affective and methodological factors such as domain priming (i.e., the explicit use of race terminology) or social desirability bias that can either increase or decrease the perception, attribution, and reporting of racism.

In relation to overestimation, there is some evidence that a heightened sense of ethnoracial identity is associated with increased reporting of racism. However, this may only be the case for members of minority ethnoracial groups rather than for Whites and may occur only for ambiguous rather than blatant racist incidents. The relationship between reporting of racism and ethnoracial identity is bidirectional with many studies showing that minority ethnoracial group members who recognize more racism against their ethnoracial group have strengthened ethnoracial identification. Furthermore, a stronger identity may predispose individuals to experiencing (as well as perceiving and reporting) more racism through the way they interact with others. Although there has been far less research conducted on aspects of underestimation, there is preliminary evidence that internalized racism is associated with less perceived racism after adjustment for ethnoracial identity.

The explicit use of race terminology (rather than questions on discrimination in general which are later attributed to ethnorace) appears to increase reports of racism, perhaps by prompting respondents to assign racial meaning to ambiguous negative events. Another phenomenon that sheds light on the cognitive factors involved in reporting racism is the person–group discrimination discrepancy (PGDD). The PGDD describes the well-established tendency for individuals to report that their ethnoracial group is exposed to more racism than they are personally. There is evidence that the PGDD occurs when respondents determine the extent of personal discrimination through comparison with other members of their own ethnoracial
Racism can be expressed through stereotypes, prejudice, or discrimination— that is, racist beliefs (cognition), emotions (affect), and behaviors, respectively—in a range of settings that correspond to the institutions represented in the structural realm of Figure 1. There is also a range of possible perpetrators or targets of racism, some of which are shown in Figure 2. Exposure to racism can occur at different stages of the life course with varying frequency at a range of intensities in relation to mental or physical stress. The duration of exposure to racism can also vary from fleeting to constant and can occur cumulatively across settings or over time.

Reactions/responses to racism may be cognitive, affective, or behavioral and in active or passive as well as adaptive or maladaptive forms. Self-blame is a cognitive, active, maladaptive response that occurs when a racist experience is given an internal attribution by an individual (i.e., through self-blame). In contrast, the cognitive, active, adaptive response of system-blame occurs when a racist experience is given an attribution external to the self. Another cognitive, maladaptive, active response to racism is hypervigilance in which an individual devotes an extreme amount of cognitive effort to anticipating racism, attempting to prevent racism, or in determining whether racism has occurred. This coping response can result in additional stress above and beyond the direct effects of racism itself. ‘Denial of racism’ and ‘self-blame’ (active responses) and ‘resigned acceptance’ (passive response) are cognitive responses that negate the need to process experiences of racism at all.

Affective or emotional responses to racism can be classified as either inner-directed or outer-directed. Inner-directed, disempowered, affective responses can be either active (e.g., shame, self-hatred, humiliation, anxiety, fear, resentment) or passive (e.g., powerlessness, hopelessness, confusion, depression), while outer-directed, emotional responses, which are by definition active, can be either empowered or disempowered. Empowered responses occur when an individual who experiences racism projects inferiority onto the perpetrator and feels contempt, amusement, and/or sorrow or sympathy for them, while disempowered responses involve emotions such as anger, hatred, annoyance, or frustration.

Behavioral responses to racism can either be adaptive or maladaptive and within these categories can be problem- or emotion-focused. As with affective responses, adaptive behavioral responses can be inner- or outer-directed. Inner-directed, problem-focused, adaptive responses include avoiding situations in which racism is likely to occur as well as strategic decisions not to respond to racism. Inner-directed, emotion-focused, adaptive responses include contemplative/relaxing techniques such as praying and meditation, while outer-directed, adaptive, behavioral responses include the exclusively problem-focused approach.
of confronting the perpetrator(s) as well as establishing and/or using social networks and expressing/discussing racist experiences, which can act as either problem- or emotion-focused approaches, depending on the situation in question.

Over- and underachievement or striving are maladaptive, problem-focused, behavioral responses to racism. The phenomenon of 'stereotype threat' is an example of underachievement that occurs when a negative stereotype about one's ethnorace causes self-stigmatization and reduced performance in an activity or situation. Retaliatory violence after experiencing racism is also an example of a maladaptive, problem-focused, behavioral response. Emotion-focused, maladaptive, behavioral responses include alienation from one's ethnoracial group members and risk-taking and/or self-harming activities.

Finally, ‘passing’ is a problem-focused response, available to some people in some contexts, in which an individual’s ethnoracial identity is either not deployed, or is denied to avoid racism. Passing can be either adaptive or maladaptive with the short-term benefit of avoiding racist situations but long-term risk of weakening ethnoracial identity and social isolation from one's ethnoracial group.

Racism, Health, and Well-Being

Having detailed how the oppressive aspects of perceived racism have been explicitly studied in public health, we can now turn to a discussion of findings from this recent body of research, which focus primarily on perceived racial discrimination. First, however, let us consider the smaller body of research that has explicitly examined racism using indirect methods. This research has focused primarily on racial discrimination in health care as well as residential segregation.
Indirect Studies of Racism

It is undeniable that the most pernicious effects of racism on health are exerted through institutional mechanisms that are difficult to measure in standard epidemiological studies. Residential racial segregation that refers to the physical separation of ethnoraces in different residential areas is one example of such an institutionalized mechanism. Historically, the dominant group in many racialized societies has restricted the areas in which nondominant groups could reside. In countries like the United States and South Africa, residential segregation has persisted long after the legal codes supporting them were repealed.

Research from the United States reveals that residential segregation is a neglected but enduring legacy of racism that adversely affects the health of African-Americans in multiple ways. Residential segregation restricts access to education and employment opportunities and is a central mechanism by which racial differences in SEP have been created and reinforced. Accordingly, all indicators of SEP are strongly patterned by ethnorace, and ethnoracial differences in SEP contribute to ethnoracial disparities in health.

Segregation also results in unhealthy physical and social environments for minority ethnoracial groups through either the poor quality or high cost of nutritious foods, a lack of appropriate recreational facilities, exposure to toxic environmental substances, a high level of criminal victimization, and more retail outlets for (and excessive marketing of) alcohol and tobacco. Medical care is also of poorer quality in segregated areas, with segregation contributing to racial disparities in preventive, screening, diagnostic, treatment, and rehabilitation services. Furthermore, the concentrated poverty and cumulative disadvantage of segregated neighborhoods can result in increased exposure to chronic stressors.

U.S. research indicates that due to residential segregation, the worst urban residential conditions for Whites are superior to the average residential conditions for Blacks. Several empirical studies have also found that highly segregated areas have higher rates of infant and adult mortality, as well as certain chronic and infectious diseases.

In relation to health care specifically, recent research has demonstrated that despite presenting with the same clinical indications and being treated at the same healthcare institution with the same health insurance coverage, members of ethnoracial minorities are less likely to receive appropriate medical care (e.g., cardiovascular, renal, and general surgical procedures) than members of dominant groups such as Whites (see, e.g., Smedley et al., 2003). Furthermore, research has found that health providers contribute to this systemic racism by way of clinical decisions that are influenced by both explicit (Van Ryn et al., 2006) and implicit (Green et al., 2007) racist perceptions of minority ethnoracial groups. This is an emerging area of research and further work is required to determine what contribution racism makes to ethnoracial differentials in medical care.

Direct Studies of Racism

A recent review by Paradies (2006b) demonstrated a strong association between self-reported racism and ill health after adjustment for a range of confounders. Evidence from longitudinal studies also suggests that self-reported racism precedes ill health rather than vice versa. Furthermore, the few dozen studies of racism and health that have included both black and white populations demonstrate that self-reported racism accounts for some of the Black–White disparity in health outcomes.

The most consistent finding in this body of research is the association between racism and mental (ill) health such as psychological distress, depression, and anxiety. Racism also appears to be consistently associated with maladaptive behaviors such as smoking, alcohol, and substance misuse. Although racism has been associated with objectively measured physical health outcomes such as low birth weight and hypertension, the overall evidence for an association between self-reported racism and physical health is more equivocal than the concomitant association with mental health.

There are a number of reasons that could explain why self-reported racism is more strongly associated with mental rather than physical health. Because most research in this area has measured health via self-report, it is possible that the association between racism and mental ill health is exaggerated due to biases arising from the self-reporting of both exposure and outcome (Paradies, 2006b). If not caused by measurement artifacts, the relatively weaker association between racism and physical health may be due to a delayed effect of racism on psychological health that is mediated by mental ill health. However, we are aware of no longitudinal studies that could shed light on this possibility as no such studies, to our knowledge, have examined the interactions between mental and physical health outcomes and self-reported racism.

Future Directions

The relatively stronger association between self-reported racism and mental health outcomes raises questions about the mechanisms by which racism affects health. It is currently unclear what combination of pathopsychological effects on the mind and/or direct or indirect (i.e., through other body systems) neurophysiological changes mediate the association between self-reported racism and ill health. As suggested by Harrell et al. (2003) and Mays
et al. (2007), studies that employ pharmacological blocks and functional neuroscience approaches may shed light on the psychophysiology of racism. Researchers in the field of stress are now examining biomarkers specific to body systems (i.e., cardiovascular, neuroendocrine, immune) with evidence emerging that particular stressors differentially affect physiological systems. Evidence that racism is more strongly associated with diastolic, than systolic, blood pressure is an example of such specificity. Clearly, further physiological research on racism is required to uncover the biological processes through which this phenomenon affects health. Moreover, the continuing debate on whether racism is a form of stress or a construct separate from stress (with evidence that stress both mediates and moderates the relationship between racism and health), may also be resolved through such psychophysiological research.

Other than preliminary evidence that a heightened sense of ethnoracial identity attenuates the adverse effects of self-reported racism on health, there has been limited research on moderation/mediation of the relationship between racism and health. Similarly, other than some evidence that the active coping is associated with better health outcomes than passive coping, little is known about the efficacy of various responses/reactions to racism in relation to health.

There has also been a scarcity of research on the health effects of racism across ethnoracial groups, with most studies focusing only on African-Americans. Even among studies that do consider racism across ethnoracial groups, it is common to statistically adjust for ethnorace rather than undertake stratified analyses. More nuanced analysis will be required to understand the degree to which associations between self-reported racism and health vary across ethnoracial groups. As part of such research, the privileging aspects of racism for dominant ethnoracial groups (e.g., Whites) could also be investigated and further examination of intraracial racism may resolve the continuing conceptual debate centered on this phenomenon.

Future research in this field of study is also required to characterize the multiple pathways through which institutionalized racism affects health. Furthermore, despite evidence of an association with ill health, limited attention has been focused on internalized racism. Work is needed to identify the best approach to assessing this phenomenon and to determine its impact on population health.

A significant limitation in this field is that direct approaches to studying racism have relied too heavily on single-item and unvalidated measures of self-reported racism, which are of limited utility (Paradies, 2006b). There are, however, three instruments that have been commonly used to assess self-reported racism in this field: the Everyday Discrimination Scale (Williams et al., 1997), Experiences of Discrimination scale (Krieger et al., 2005) and the Schedule of Racist Events (Landrine et al., 2006). Given that these instruments have been subjected to psychometric validation and are able to assess different types of oppression across a range of ethnoracial groups, future research should (where possible) use these instruments rather than developing measures de novo.

Only a minority of direct studies of racism have specified a time frame over which exposure to racism should be reported by respondents and there is ongoing debate on the appropriateness of specifying time frames for self-reported racism. Utsey and Ponterotto (1996) have argued that an unspecified time frame is appropriate given the long-lasting nature of racist experiences. However, it is unclear whether respondents report recent and/or highly salient/traumatic experiences of racism when responding to questions without a specified time frame. Also, Blank et al. (2004) have noted that the inclusion of an explicit time frame on surveys is necessary to estimate the rate of exposure and to avoid confounding time-series analyses. By measuring self-reported racism with and without specified time frames in the same study, as well as investigating diary methods that capture events as they occur (Hill et al., 2004), future research will be able to shed light on this unresolved issue.

Most research in this emerging field has assessed self-reported interpersonal racism. As such, further research on internalized racism, vicarious racism (racism experienced by family or friends), systemic racism, and setting-specific racism (e.g., racism in the workplace) is warranted. Psychological research into the factors affecting perception, attribution, and reporting of racism (including the interplay between objective and subjective racism) is also required, especially studies that can uncover the factors affecting respondents’ retrospective estimate of racism exposure across a range of settings, contexts, and time frames.

Measuring exposure to racism in its full complexity requires attention not only to racist incidents over the life course, but also to the potential intergenerational effects of racism. Historical trauma is the cumulative psychological wounding of an individual and his/her ethnoracial group due to a history of genocide and oppression. The importance of assessing this dimension of racism is highlighted by recent research on the health effects of historical and transgenerational trauma in relation to American Indians and Indigenous Australians, respectively. Assessment instruments with good psychometric properties have been developed to assess historical trauma and have found, for example, that some 50% of American Indians think regularly about these historical losses. Empirical studies have also linked exposure to historical trauma to multiple poor health outcomes, emphasizing the need for further research on this aspect of racism.

The study of racism and health is a newly emerging area of study in public health. It is clear that conceptual
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clarity and rigorous, theoretically based empirical research will be required to both unravel the complex pathways through which racism acts as a determinant of health and to help address the deleterious effect of racism on health and well-being.
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Radiation oncology is the discipline of human medicine focused on generation, conservation, and dissemination of knowledge concerning etiology, prevention, and treatment of cancer and some benign diseases involving special expertise in the therapeutic applications of ionizing irradiation (Smith and McKenna, 2004). It addresses the therapeutic uses of ionizing irradiation given either alone or in combination with other treatment modalities, such as surgery or chemotherapy. Radiation oncology also includes investigation of basic principles of tumor biology, the biologic interaction of irradiation with tissues, normal or malignant, as well as the physical principles of therapeutic irradiation. As a medical profession, radiation oncology involves patient care, scientific research, and education of professionals within the discipline.

Radiation therapy is a clinical modality dealing with the use of ionizing irradiation in the treatment of patients with cancer and occasionally benign disease (Smith and McKenna, 2004). Its aim is to deliver a precisely measured irradiation dose to a defined tumor volume with as minimal damage as possible to surrounding healthy tissue, thus resulting in tumor eradication, improved quality of life, and prolonged survival. Indications for radiation therapy include cases in which it can improve either local control, hence overall survival, or ameliorate symptoms of the disease.

The aim of therapeutic irradiation can be either curative or palliative (Price and Sikora, 2005). The aim of curative radiation therapy is to eradicate the tumor and cure the patient, in cases in which the patient is willing to accept a small risk of significant adverse events in return for the possibility of cure. Palliative radiation therapy has the aim of either ameliorating the symptoms of the disease or preventing it to increase the quality of life without a significant risk of serious adverse events.

Specific issues of radiation oncology are the volume, techniques, and the dose (Halperin et al., 2004). Although the appropriate volume to be irradiated needs to be specified for achieving the desired goal, the appropriate technique to irradiate a specified volume of tissue must also be taken into account. There are two techniques: teletherapy, using either distant-positioned focal source of cobalt-60 machines or linear accelerators as external beam treatment machines, and brachytherapy, with various radioactive isotopes that could be used interstitially, intracavitary, or intraluminally, or as molds. Although teletherapy remains the standard technique for the majority of patients, there is an increasing interest in the use of novel brachytherapy applications in tumors such as prostate cancer. Finally, the irradiation dose must be chosen by taking into account total dose, total number of fractions, number of fractions per day, irradiation dose per fraction, and the overall treatment time. Choice of irradiation dose is therefore a complex issue encompassing treatment goals, volumes, and techniques, as well as knowledge of radiobiology, such as the dose–response relationship for a particular tumor type and normal tissue tolerance.

This article provides an introduction into the science of radiation oncology from the standpoint of clinical exercise, radiobiology, and medical physics, all representing specific aspects merged into an important treatment method that nowadays represents an indispensable part of treatment of cancer.

Radiobiology

Radiobiology is a branch of science that deals with the action of ionizing radiation on biological tissues and their cellular and molecular components (Hall and Giacca,